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Proposed text about sub-frame distribution optimization 
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. 

Overview 

The basic idea of sub-frame distribution optimization is quite similar with channel 
distribution optimization. This mechanism is used when the system fail to allocate a free 
channel and fail to find a free sub-frame with current sub-frame allocation in the neighborhood. 

Before creating a new subframe for itself, the system will try to vacate a subframe by 
subframe distribution optimization in the neighborhood or other community. If this step succeed, 
it is obviously better than creating a new subframe counting on the over all efficiency in the 
community. We talk about optimization inside neighborhood only in this paper.  

Reference: 
[1] IEEE 802.16h-06/014: 802.16h License-Exempt Task Group Meeting Minutes (2006-05-31) 

[2] IEEE 802.16h-06/015: Working Document for P802.16h (2006-05-31) 

[3] IEEE 802.16h-06/016: Second Working Group Review: P802.16h Working Document (2006-06-05) 

[4] C802.16h-06/016: Optimization of channel distribution (2006-02-28) 

 

Proposed Text 

3.92 Alternative Subframe (ALTSF): The alternative working subframe by the base station in the system, 
able to be used as its master subframe in its capable channel, on which the base station haven't detected any user 
and also not currently chosen to be the working channel of this base station. 

 

15.4.2.2 Sub frame distribution optimization [using the section number of the C80216h-06_048] 

When WirelessMAN-CX system have to share one channel with its neighbor system, it shall allocated a 
subframe as its master subframe. By checking the information table (see 15.3.3), if it can find some subframes 
free in any channel it can take up in its neighborhood, it can randomly choose one of them as it’s master 
subframe and start operation.  

When not able to find a free subframe currently, the system shall check in any of it capable channel if there is 
some subframe on which all the neighbor systems using it as the master subframe have alternative subframe 
(ALTSF). The system can negotiate with the systems occupying one of these subframe to move to there ALTSF 
and vacate a subframe for itself without change the current structure of WirelessMAN-CX frame. 

The system shall check with these kind of subframe one by one and negotiate with its neighbors taking it as its 
master subframe to move to it’s ALTSF before it succeed. If the system succeeded on one of this subframe, it 
can take this subframe as it’s master subframe, otherwise, it means that the system fails in vacating a current 
subframe as its master subframe by subframe distribution optimization. The figure of procedure to find a current 
subframe as its master subframe for a system is shown below: 
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Figure hxx－the procedure to find a current subframe as its master subframe  

Similar to the channel distribution optimization (see 15.4.1.2), the order of the subframe to be checked maybe 
counted on the user using it as master subframe.  
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Figure hxx － Process of subframe distribution optimization 

Finding all the subframe on which all the neighbor systems using it as master subframe have ALTSF, the 
system can sort the subframes by the number of neighbors working on it and add them to potential subframe list. 
Everytime the system should choose a subframe with least neighbors using it as master subframe and negotiate 
to the neighbors, requesting the neighbor systems currently using this subframe as its master subframe to switch 
to one of its ALTSF. If all the request succeed, the system can switch to this channel and start to use this 
subframe as its master subframe, otherwise the system need to ask all the neighbors to keep using their original 
subframe and deleted the subframe from the potential subframe list. If all the potential subframes in the list have 
been checked and no one can be vacated as master subframe of the system, the process of subframe distribution 
optimization is failed to get a exclusive current subframe as the master subframe for the system. 

 

[add a row after the row of “alternative channel Flag”  in the information table Table h4 -Information table 
for the systems inside the neighborhood or community] 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 

|  Alternative Subframe Flag  |1bit  | Flag indicates this neighbor has one or more ALTSF.| 

 

[add a row after the row of “channel reallocation”  in the Table h1] 

____________________________________________________ 

|           |Subframe  Reallocation(ASFA)   | | | | | |    | |    | 

 


